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We are excited to share the moments of the Learning Teaching

and Training Activities Week, which was held between 19 and 23

June in Prague This week was a unique opportunity for partners

to meet and present their valuable contributions to implementing

the Toolkit on Digital Humanities. 

The event, hosted by Artykel, offered total immersion with in-

person training sessions and experimental workshops led by

expert methodologists to support the professional development

of teachers, transforming them into knowledge diffusers and

change agents and was a time for the partners to compare the

work done for the implementation of the Toolkit and also an

opportunity for the definition of the objectives, timing, and ways

of conducting as-is-to-be analysis to guide cultural organizations

in the digital transition and the Guidelines for conducting "Digital

Solutions Design Lab" and Work Based Learning sessions by the

LTTA beneficiary partnership faculty that will be conducted by

applying the methodological model of transformational team

coaching to guide female students in the digital solutions

enabling them to use digital skills learned in the field. 



Partners had the opportunity to delve into digital solutions and

techniques, including 3D scanning techniques and valuable digital

tools to enable female students to develop their potential and

embrace digital change. This full immersion allowed them to

enter a real-world experience, enabling field research sessions at

cultural organizations to digitally transform their services and

products. During the LTTA, were explored many digital

solutions. All partners contributed by sharing new digital

solutions, and through seminars given by some experts, text

analysis tools such as Voyant and Google NGram Viewer were

presented, demonstrating the key contribution of these

technologies in this area.

Partner talks followed one another during The Five Days of

LTTA: on the first day, the University of Salerno presented a tool

that will be used by the student Designing Solution Lab sessions

to investigate possible digital solutions that can be implemented

in cultural and creative companies, then an expert from the

University of Alicante gave a presentation on Digital

Photogrammetry, a digital scanning technique that enables the

capture of realistic and accurate details of objects and

environments. Partner talks followed one another during The

Five Days of LTTA: on the first day, the University of Salerno

presented a tool that will be used by the student Designing

Solution Lab sessions to investigate possible digital solutions that

can be implemented in cultural and creative companies, then an

expert from the University of Ostrava presented some

instrumental apps which can be used in teaching and research

activities to enrich the learning process of female students. On

the last day, Conform held a presentation introducing the

Transformational Team Coaching method, a valuable approach

for Designing Solution Lab sessions.

LEARNING TRAINING AND
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These five days of seminars and exchanges of views played a

crucial role in the project, offering the partners' university

reference teachers an opportunity to acquire methodological and

teaching skills to support female students in the digital

transformation process. The growing importance of technology

in the cultural sector makes this mobility an initiative of artistic

value, capturing the changing culture and communication

patterns.

Methodological and pedagogical alignment and uniformity

contributed to the project's success, enhancing its innovative and

experimental scope. The strategic choice to develop distinctive

competencies in a pool of European faculty will enable cascading

impacts on the partnership's university systems of reference.

In addition, the training has given rise to a EUROPEAN

NETWORK of lecturers, fostering relationships and operational

synergies in the education and labour supply chain.

Thank you to all participants and partners who made learning

and knowledge sharing possible this week. We will continue to

keep you informed of further developments and future events.
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